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Life
is a journey
with problems
to solve, lessons
to learn but most of all

experiences to

enjoy.

Designing
a purpose-led
Curriculum for
Ysgol Tudno
Curriculum design at Ysgol Tudno is an
ongoing, cyclical process of
engagement, design, planning, trialing
and evaluation.
This is an iterative approach: we are
not creating a ‘product’ that is simply
delivered on day one. Our
curriculum will continue to evolve to
meet the needs of our learners and
enable their progress towards
becoming ambitious, enterprising,
ethical and healthy individuals who
are citizens of Wales and the world.

Ysgol Tudno’s curriculum is everything a learner experiences in their time
with us. It is not simply what we teach, but how we teach and
crucially, why we teach it.
It should have a clear understanding of the purpose of learning and why
specific knowledge, skills and experiences are important and helps focus
the planning of progress and learning and teaching.
To achieve this, we asked ourselves a set of questions:
1.
2.

3.

Do we understand the needs of our learners?
Do we have a clear vision that enables all to become more
effective learners?
What should our learners learn? and Why should they learn that?
•How do we plan for learner understanding that allows breadth and depth in
knowledge and growing sophistication in skills?
•Have we engaged with the statements of what matters?
•Have we considered how we will use the concepts and mandatory elements
to design learning that enables progression?
•Have we involved stakeholders in our design?

4.
5.

How should we teach it? What should progress in that learning look
like?
How should we assess that progress? Will our design thinking
enable us to achieve our vision?

Ysgol Tudno - Background
Ysgol Gynradd Tudno is a community primary school for children aged 3 – 11
located in Conwy County Borough Council. The school is situated in the beautiful
coastal town of Llandudno, North Wales. The school serves the town and the nearby
area. There are currently 171 full time pupils on roll and 25 part time nursery pupils.
Of these pupils 26% are eligible for free school meals, 18% are on the ALN register,
8% are EAL pupils and 0% speak Welsh as their home language. The school is a
predominantly English medium primary school but with significant use of Welsh. A
local authority resource base for pupils who have moderate additional learning
needs has been established at the school. The school motto is
‘Gyda’n gilydd dysgwn ddisgleirio - Learning to shine together’- we strive for this
within our school community and also actively collaborate with our local Cluster
of primary schools.
We often ask or are told by our stakeholders; Pupils, Staff, Governors, Community
Members, Tuno Playgroup and visitors of every kind, about the kind of school we
are. Some say we are a very caring school, who have the wellbeing of each child at
it's forefront. Some say we are an inclusive school who welcome all and work with
each individual to develop them to lead fullfilling lives. Others say that we are a
creative school who develops creativity in it's every form within our lessons,
projects and activities. Another strength mentioned is our Welsh identity; be it in
the use of language or in the understanding of Welsh culture and history.
Although we have worked hard on a number of these aspects, as a school we feel
that our main strength is that we are a team who have individuals with many
differing strengths and experiences, and these can be shared not only with our
pupils but with each other and the wider community.

Words pupils
and parents
used to
describe Ysgol
Tudno

‘Learning to shine together’
Definition of shine:
1. To emit rays of light
2. To be bright by reflection of light
3. a) to be eminent, conspicuous or distinguished
b) to perform extremely well.
4. Brilliance, splendour
5. A polish or gloss given
(Merriam-Webster online dictionary)

Our curriculum at Tudno is created to allow for everyone to shine in every sense of the word.
We want our school community to emit rays of light in their day-to-day smiles, happy in an
environment that is welcoming and caring and has wellbeing at the forefront.
Reflecting good role models that they can learn and mirror.
To have a proud Welsh identity within a curriculum that is always moving them forward,
building on their foundations and making them the best that they can be.
With determination, practice and hard work we can polish our skills to a high shine, ready for
the challenges ahead.

What do we mean
by 'curriculum'?
The Curriculum is a clear statement of what is
important in delivering a broad and balanced
education. It is considered the heart of
any school.
The four purposes are the shared vision and
aspiration for every child and young person.
In fulfilling these, we set high expectations
for all, promote individual and national well-being,
tackle ignorance and misinformation, and
encourage critical and civic engagement.
The four purposes is the starting point for
our school's curriculum design. Ultimately, the
aim of our curriculum is to support our learners
to become:
• ambitious, capable learners, ready to learn
throughout their lives
• enterprising, creative contributors, ready to
play a full part in life and work
• ethical, informed citizens of Wales and the
world
• healthy, confident individuals, ready to lead
fulfilling lives as valued members of society

All our children and young
people will be supported to
develop as:
ambitious, capable learners who:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

set themselves high standards and seek and enjoy challenge
are building up a body of knowledge and have the skills to connect and
apply that knowledge in different contexts
are questioning and enjoy solving problems
can communicate effectively in different forms and settings, using both
Welsh and English
can explain the ideas and concepts they are learning about
can use number effectively in different contexts
understand how to interpret data and apply mathematical concepts
use digital technologies creatively to communicate, find
and analyse information
undertake research and evaluate critically what they find
and are ready to learn throughout their lives

ethical, informed citizens who:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

find, evaluate and use evidence in forming views
engage with contemporary issues based upon their knowledge and
values
understand and exercise their human and democratic
responsibilities and rights
understand and consider the impact of their actions when
making choices and acting
are knowledgeable about their culture, community, society and
the world, now and in the past
respect the needs and rights of others, as a member of a diverse
society
show their commitment to the sustainability of the planet
and are ready to be citizens of Wales and the world

enterprising, creative contributors who:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

connect and apply their knowledge and skills to create ideas and products
think creatively to reframe and solve problems
identify and grasp opportunities
take measured risks
lead and play different roles in teams effectively and responsibly
express ideas and emotions through different media
give of their energy and skills so that other people will benefit
and are ready to play a full part in life and work

healthy, confident individuals who:
•
have secure values and are establishing their spiritual and ethical beliefs
•
are building their mental and emotional well-being by
developing
confidence, resilience and empathy
•
apply knowledge about the impact of diet and exercise on physical
and
mental health in their daily lives
•
know how to find the information and support to keep safe and well
•
take part in physical activity
•
take measured decisions about lifestyle and manage risk
•
have the confidence to participate in performance
•
form positive relationships based upon trust and mutual respect
•
face and overcome challenge
•
have the skills and knowledge to manage everyday life as independently as they can
and are ready to lead fulfilling lives as valued members of society.

• A school’s curriculum is everything a learner experiences in pursuit of the four purposes. It is not
simply what we teach, but how we teach and crucially, why we teach it.
To assist the pupils to understand and develop the four purposes we
asked the pupils to design characters that would encompass the values
of each of the four purposes. We began with four different characters
but as the designing process went on the pupils suggested that we
shouldn’t have four different characters but one who had all the values
as our aim in school is to nurture these values in each individual. Thank
you to Freya in Dosbarth Wybrnant for the final design of
Tirion Tudno the goat.

Our Ysgol Tudno Curriculum
Our curriculum is a joined-up way of thinking that will realize our vision and ensure our learners are ambitious,
enterprising, ethical and healthy individuals who are citizens of Wales and the world.
It will be rich, broad, deep and balanced, appropriate for the learners, with regards to their age, ability and aptitude,
enabling appropriate progression for all learners along the continuum of learning.
It will incorporate opportunities for the application of
mandatory cross-curricular skills, assessment for
learners’ progression, drawing on learner voice,
responding to learners’ needs, experiences and input.
All this while fulfilling statutory curriculum requirements
of the cross curricular skills of literacy, numeracy and
digital competence, the 6 areas of learning and
experience (Expressive Arts, Health and Wellbeing,
Humanities, Mathematics and Numeracy, Languages,
Literacy and Communication and Science and
Technology),Relationships and Sexuality Education (RSE),
Religion, Values and Ethics (RVE), Welsh and English.

The Curriculum and Assessment
(Wales) Act 2021
sets out the four purposes of the
curriculum in law. It also sets out
the following mandatory elements
which, with the exception of
English, span the 3 to 16 learning
continuum:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the cross-curricular skills of literacy,
numeracy and digital competence
the names of the areas of learning
and experience (Areas)
relationships and sexuality
education (RSE)
religion, values and ethics (RVE)
Welsh
English (from age 7. Headteachers
and providers of funded nonmaintained nursery education have
discretion over whether and to what
extent they introduce English to
learners between the ages of 3 and
7. This is to facilitate Welsh
language immersion in the early
years. Therefore, the expectation is
that English medium and bilingual
schools will continue to include
English in their curricula)

Relationships and sexuality education (RSE)
We at Ysgol Tudno have developed a whole-school approach to RSE. Using the RSE Code to inform our school's curriculum
design, we have planned the mandatory learning at phases which are developmentally appropriate for our learners. Our
school places great importance on creating a safe and empowering environment that enable learners to reflect on and express
their views and feelings on a range of issues. We also focus heavily on relationships: promoting learners to form and maintain
relationships based on mutual trust and respect.
Our RSE provision supports inclusivity and diversity in line with principles of equity. RSE will be taught as a discreet subject and
as a cross cutting element where teachers plan opportunities for learners to make authentic connections across the AoLE's.
Where appropriate, we engage with a range of external partners to bring in their expertise where needed.
Our school adopts a proactive approach in engaging with learners, parents, carers and the wider community on an ongoing
basis to support meaningful dialogue. Our RSE whole school approach/policy offers further detail on these aspects.
Religion, Values and Ethics (RVE)
Religion, Values and Ethics is a mandatory part of our Humanities curriculum and is built upon a series of concepts and big
ideas. Our curriculum provides a range of disciplinary approaches to support learners to engage critically with a broad range of
religious and non-religious philosophical convictions.
Religion, Values and Ethics in our school has been designed having regards to the Agreed Syllabus.
Language
As a school in Wales, we want to recognise and embrace our Welsh identity. We are proud of our Welsh heritage and the
wonderful opportunities available to all who live here. We are proud to be a part of a nation which has such a rich culture and
history. The Welsh language is one of our greatest treasures, it is part of what defines us as people and as a nation. We
encourage every learner and member of staff to take pride in being Welsh, and if they are not Welsh, to be proud to call Wales
home. We ensure we incorporate the principles of the Siarter Iaith - Cymraeg Campus into all aspects of our curriculum.
Our learners come from a cross section of bilingual communities here in Llandudno and we will nurture our learners to
contribute confidently to the life of their local community. We take pride in our knowledge of the linguistic background and
ability of each of our learners and develop their skills to use the Welsh language and other languages in their learning and
daily lives.
Learners at Ysgol Tudno are aware of their local history and the history of Wales, appreciating Welsh culture, to equip them as
citizens of Wales and the world.

Designing our curriculum will be an ongoing conversation for the whole school and beyond, engaging with
parents/carers and the wider community, including local business.
It is informed by the school’s values and ethos, as well as by its location and surroundings but still retaining an
approach that is consistent with the learning set out in national guidance.

Taith Tudno
Taith Tudno is the journey each
individual will take not only
during their time here at Ysgol
Tudno but begins at Tudno
Playgroup and carries
forward to Ysgol John Bright and
other feeder secondaries. There
will be some paths along this
journey that will move us
forward at speed and others
where we must double back to
revisit and consolidate concepts
and experiences. Every path that
every individual travels will be
unique to them depending on
their knowledge skills and
experiences.

There are some experiences along this journey that we have
deemed 'Non Negotiables', activities, knowledge and skills that
we expect every pupil to have experienced during their time at
Ysgol Tudno. This list of 'experiences' has been created through
discussions with staff, Governors, parents and pupils, and reflect
our ethos and vision to give each individual their moment to
shine.

Pedagogical Approaches
At Ysgol Tudno we know that each pupil learns in their own unique way, so it's up to each teacher to adjust their
pedagogical approach according to task and individual to accelerate learning gains for all.
This means employing a blend of approaches including direct teaching and those that promote problem-solving,
creative and critical thinking. Whilst maintaining a consistent focus on the overall purposes of the curriculum
the teaching should challenge all learners by encouraging them to recognise the importance of sustained effort
in meeting expectations that are high but achievable for them, encouraging learners to take increasing
responsibility for their own learning.
This means creating authentic contexts for learning that build on previous knowledge and experience and
engage their interest within and across areas of learning and reinforces cross curricular skills. All this through
supporting social and emotional development of the pupils fostering positive relationships and encouraging
collaboration.
Tudno Toolbox

We aim to create a
toolbox of skills and
strategies not only for
our pupils but for all
members of staff to
foster and promote
independent learning.

We believe that working collaboratively is the only way to create a curriculum that gives us a
broad range of experiences, knowledge and skills developed through a range of context, topics
and activities. Working together as a whole school staff we have 'unpacked' each of the 27
'what matter statements' from the 6 Areas of Learning and Experience (AoLE). These were
sessions designed to share ideas and understanding of each aspect of the AoLE's and how we
can incorporate these within our teaching and learning.

Planning Platform

Principles of Progression
A successful curriculum, supported by effective
teaching and learning enables learners to make
meaningful progress.
Progression in learning is a process of developing and
improving in skills and knowledge over time. This
focuses on understanding what it means to make
progress in a given area or discipline and how learners
should deepen and broaden their knowledge and
understanding, skills and capacities, and attributes and
dispositions. This is key to them embodying the four
purposes and to progressing into different pathways
beyond school.
Five principles of progression underpin progression
across all Areas.
• Increasing effectiveness
• Increasing breadth and depth of knowledge
• Deepening understanding of the ideas and
disciplines within the Areas
• Refinement and growing sophistication in the use
and application of skills
• Making connections and transferring learning into
new contexts
As well as the overarching principles, principles of
progression are also described in the context of each
Area.

Supporting learners to make progress is a fundamental driver of
our Curriculum at Ysgol Tudno. Progression is reflected in the
statements of what matters, the descriptions of learning for each
of these statements and is also the primary purpose of
assessment. Understanding how learners progress is critical to
learning and teaching and informs our curriculum design,
classroom planning and assessment.

We are currently creating a bank of 'principles' that will assist
us on the planning and moving pupils through the progression
steps within each AoLE. This will be a work in progress as new
ideas and fresh insights into the skills and learning needed to
progress pupils through their learning will add to and build
a comprehensive set of ideas for us to base our teaching
and learning upon.

Assessment
Assessment plays a fundamental role in ensuring each
individual learner is supported and challenged accordingly. It
should contribute to developing a holistic picture of the learner –
their strengths, the ways in which they learn, and their areas for
development, in order to inform next steps in learning and
teaching. Assessment should not be used to make a one-off
judgement on the overall achievement of a learner at a set age
or point in time against descriptors or criteria on a best-fit basis.

Here at Ysgol Tudno we
assess for three key reasons
to:
•support individual learners on
an ongoing, day-to-day basis
•identify, capture and reflect on
individual learner progress
over time
•understand group progress in
order to reflect on practice

We use various methods and
keep records of our assessments
in a number of different ways.

We are clear that the purpose of
assessment is to support each
individual learner to progress at an
appropriate pace, ensuring they are
supported and challenged
accordingly. This will be a daily
process that each member of staff
will undertake and do in a number
of different ways dependent on
task, skills being developed and
principles of progression.

Review and Evaluate
Deciding what works well and
what areas need development
Our evaluation approach will be guided
by the following principles:
• holistic – combining multiple types
and sources of evidence from multiple
perspectives to provide a balanced
and inclusive picture
reflective – spotting strengths and
challenges and sharing timely
information to ensure we are working
together effectively
long-term – connecting evidence on
early successes and challenges to the
realisation of long-term goals

Now that we have established our Ysgol Tudno
curriculum, an important step is to regularly review its
impact on teaching and learning, making any
adaptations or changes we need to improve it further.
This will be done with input from all stakeholders: Staff
Pupils, Parents, Governors and our wider Ysgol Tudno
Community.
We will consider further professional learning
opportunities for staff e.g. further developing the
knowledge and understanding of AoLE team leaders,
opportunities to work with HEI on teacher action
research, as a crucial part of developing our staff and our
ability to deliver a full and rounded curriculum for
our pupils.

Thank you to all the individuals,
Staff, Governors, Parents and
our friends in the wider
community who kindly
contributed to this document.
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